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a b s t r a c t

We study acoustic emissions (AEs) associated with shear and tensile failures around a horizontal
borehole in a sandstone sample subjected to triaxial stress. The aim is to relate the AE event rate to
macroscopic observations of sample deformation and the percentage of isotropic and deviatoric
components of the seismic moment tensors to the expected failure mechanisms. The horizontal hole
interferes with the applied load and forms a strongly spatially dependent anisotropic stress field,
focusing the crack initiation into both shear and tensile failures. The recorded AEs follows reasonably
well existing damage models, but the elastic solution of hoop stress does not represent the onset of
failure around the borehole. The focal mechanisms correlate with the orientation of macroscopic
fractures in the sample. Events close to the borehole show a higher fraction of isotropic percentage in
moment tensors compared to events occurring in the macroscopic fracture featuring higher double-
couple percentages. The inhomogeneous stress field due to the borehole and the stress induced damage
is strongly affecting the axial and radial velocities which in turn affect the waveforms of the recorded AEs
and the resulting moment tensors. The VP/VS ratio obtained from the ratio of isotropic to compensated
linear vector dipole components of the moment tensors is close to that obtained from ultrasonic velocity
measurements.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emissions (AEs) are elastic waves generated sponta-
neously from the creation of micro-cracks (micro-fractures) when
a rock is subjected to sufficiently high load. The AE waveforms
feature remarkable similarities with earthquakes and thus, record-
ing and analyzing them may improve understanding of a wide
range of fracture processes [1]. So far, the failure processes have
been studied by AEs in various types of rocks, concretes and in
engineered materials finding applications in material science as
well as in geosciences (e.g. [2]). Often cited is the classical work by
Lockner et al. [3], studying fracture propagation in granite using
AEs as feedback control to the loading system to slow down the
macroscopic failure of the sample. More recently, AEs have been
used to study fracturing due to fluid injection and pore pressure
changes [4,5], the formation of compaction bands [6,7], the
evolution of borehole breakouts [8], and the creation of fractures
under polyaxial stress conditions [9].

The aim of the paper is to study a variety of source mechanisms
of AE events associated with crack initiation, coalescence and
macroscopic failure of a rock sample subjected to increasing load
and forming complex stress conditions. The sample is loaded in a
triaxial apparatus where AE waveforms and macroscopic para-
meters like stress, strain and acoustic velocities are recorded. The
sample contains a small cylindrical hole to simulate a situation
observed in situ in boreholes (e.g., during hydrocarbon production,
subsurface waste or CO2 injection) and in mining seismology (e.g.,
stress accumulation close to tunnels and shafts). The cylindrical
hole interferes with the applied load and forms a strongly spatially
dependent anisotropic stress field focusing the crack initiation into
shear and tensile failures.

A detailed spatio-temporal evolution of the AE activity is
monitored from the very beginning of loading to the final stage
of creating a major fracture in the sample. The AE events are
located and compared to the macroscopic failure planes using an
X-ray CT scanner. The AE event rate is related to macroscopic
stress and strain behavior using existing damage models. Full
waveforms of AEs are investigated to calculate source mechanisms
and seismic moment tensors which proved to be a useful tool
for quantitative characterization of source mechanisms of AEs
[1,10–14]. In contrast to standard fault-plane solutions assuming
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pure shear fracturing, moment tensors take into account volu-
metric components of the source as well as combinations of shear
with tensile or compressive motions [15,16] and can thus be used
for interpreting a non-reversible decrease or increase of rock
volume during uniaxial or triaxial laboratory experiments on rock
specimens [e.g. 17,18]. The moment tensors were computed for
a subset of recorded events and associated with the expected
failure mechanisms around the borehole. We also discuss how the
anisotropic stress field influences the macroscopic velocities and
the resulting moment tensors. Finally, we estimate the ratio of
compressional to shear velocity (VP/VS) using the ratio of isotropic
(ISO) to compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) components of
the moment tensors and compare it to the velocity measurements.

2. The experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of a rock sample mounted
inside a triaxial apparatus controlling the axial (vertical) stress
(s1), the radial (horizontal) confining pressure (s3) and the pore
pressure of the fluid inside the rock (Fig. 1a). A detailed description
of the triaxial cell is provided in [19].

The rock sample is a 50.8 mm diameter and 127 mm long cylin-
drical specimen of Vosges sandstone [20] with porosity around
21% and uniaxial compressive strength of 48 MPa. The rock
sample is weakly layered horizontally, thus static and dynamic
elastic parameters display transversely isotropic symmetry. A
small cylindrical hole (borehole) of 5.2 mm diameter is drilled
horizontally at mid-height through the sample (Fig. 1b). The
sample (denoted T1790) is put between a top- and bottom
pedestal containing inlet and outlet for pore fluid. The sample
under investigation was dry; hence the pore pressure was the
ambient pressure. The bottom pedestal is fixed while the top
pedestal is moving vertically downward at a specific strain rate.
The axial strain of the sample is monitored by two LVDTs that
are mounted to the top- and bottom pedestals. The radial strain
is measured using a cantilever supplied with strain gauges

and measuring pins that are in direct contact with the sample.
The axial load is controlled by an external force actuator and the
confining pressure is controlled by a GDS pump.

The AEs are monitored by an array of twelve piezoelectric
receivers (pinducers) positioned at the surface of the sample and
recording the waveforms by a data acquisition system; see also
[21]. The pinducers are sensitive to particle displacements normal
to the surface of the sample favoring the detection of normal
incident compressional P waves. They are negatively polarized
defined as the negative voltage that is produced when a compres-
sional P wave hits the surface of the pinducer. The waveforms are
recorded at 10 MHz sampling rate at 12-bit resolution. A band-
pass filter with 50 kHz low-cut and 1.5 MHz high-cut frequency
was applied to the data to remove noise before further processing.
The resonance frequency of the pinducers is about 1 MHz and
most of the energy in the signal is centered on 0.5 MHz.

A nitrile rubber sleeve is used to isolate the sample from the
confining oil and fix the positions of the pinducers. Ultrasonic
compressional (P) and shear (S) wave velocities of the rock are
measured along the axial and the radial directions using piezo-
electric transducers that are mounted inside the top- and bottom
pedestals (axial direction) and to the rubber membrane (radial
direction). The position of the pinducers and the transducers
relative to the surface of the cylindrical rock is shown in Fig. 1c.
The velocities are measured at regular intervals during the course
of the experiment, and are input to the event location algorithm
computing the source positions of the recorded AEs. The recording
system and software are manufactured by Applied Seismology
Consultants and the rubber sleeve, cantilever and the piezocera-
mic receivers/transducers are manufactured by Ergotech Ltd.

The relative sensitivity of each pinducer was measured prior to
the experiment by recording the signal amplitudes on the pindu-
cers when transmitting P waves through an aluminum cylinder.
The aluminum cylinder, pinducers and transducers were mounted
in the rubber sleeve and loaded to 5 MPa isotropic pressures.
The top and bottom P-wave transducers were used to generate an
acoustic pulse that was recorded by the pinducers. The relative

Fig. 1. (a) The principle of the triaxial apparatus. (b) The test specimen is a cylindrical sandstone core from the Vosges Mountains in France, containing a 5.2 mm diameter
central borehole. A thin layer of gypsum (white area) is applied on the surface to obtain a perfect cylindrical shape around the borehole. (c) A sketch of the sample with the
horizontal borehole in the middle and 12 pinducers positioned at the surface (black triangles, S01–S12). Transducers for measuring the P- and S-wave velocities are indicated
with red triangles (S13–S16). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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sensitivity of the pinducers was defined as the relative amplitude
of the first phase after compensating the amplitude for source-
receiver distance. These relative sensitivity values were used when
later computing moment tensors of the AE sources (after Pettitt
[14]). The absolute sensitivity of the transducers has not been
measured and therefore the seismic moment reported here is a
relative measure.

3. Relating AEs to macroscopic deformation and failure

The sample was first loaded isotropically to s1 ¼s3 ¼ 10 MPa.
Then the deviatoric stress ðs1�s3Þ was increased until failure of
the sample while keeping the confining stress constant. The maxi-
mum vertical stress before macroscopic failure was 76.3 MPa.
The AE activity was monitored when s1�s340 (shearing phase)
until post-failure of the sample. In total, more than 33,000 hits
(i.e., a voltage signals recorded by a receiver being above a pre-
defined threshold value) were registered on individual receivers.
An AE event constitutes a set of hits that triggered three or more
receivers within a small time window. The hits were grouped into
AE events and their full waveforms were recorded with length of
the 102.4 ms. The data acquisition system captured 2551 AE events.

Fig. 2 shows the stress–strain curves and the rate of AEs for
increasing deviatoric stress. The recorded event rate at peak stress
is about 250 events per minute followed by a peak in event rate of
550 during shearing on the failure plane. The estimated event rate
is based on the 2551 recorded events with waveforms. The stress–
strain curve can be divided into six phases corresponding to [22]:
i) micro-crack closure and stiffening of the sample; ii) linear elastic
behavior; iii) initiation of dilatancy and non-linear behavior; iv)
localization of deformation during hardening; v) peak strength
and macroscopic failure; and vi) residual behavior. In the figure,
the deviatoric stress–axial strain curve is reasonably matched up
to peak with a damage model based on AEs [23]. The model
assumes isotropic damage from open cracks and a crack density
proportional to the number of AEs giving:

s1�s3 ¼
ε1E0

1þkNAE
ð1Þ

where E0 is the initial elastic modulus, k is a constant, and NAE is
the number of AEs and ε1 the axial strain. In Fig. 2, the curve fit is
obtained using E0 ¼ 12 GPa and k¼ 10�4.

Fig. 3 shows the volumetric strain (positive means contraction)
and cumulative number of AEs as a function of the vertical stress
applied up to peak strength. Four stages of AEs are clearly seen:
before point A, no AEs are detected. After a first phase of slow
linear increase (A to B), the cumulative number of AEs increase
sharply until point C, where an accelerated phase of AEs starts.
Intuitively, we expect that the first phase of AEs is related to
development of borehole breakouts in a global contracting beha-
vior of the sample. Phases B to C corresponds to the localization of
macroscopic shear bands associated with dilatancy of the sample.
The last phase, initiated from point C (before peak stress), leads to
catastrophic failure of the sample. These stages will be referred to
as phases 1 to 4 in the following.

Based on the Kirsch elastic stress concentration [24], the onset
of shear failure at the unsupported borehole wall is expected when
the hoop stress is equal to the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS)
of the rock, giving a vertical stress equal to (10þ48)/3¼19 MPa.
The first AE is recorded for a vertical stress equal to 43 MPa
(point A, Fig. 3), indicating that the elastic solution may not be
representative for the stress concentrations around the borehole.
The effect of scale on the strength of boreholes is well known in
the literature. For example, Dresen et al. [8] indicated that the
critical hoop stress for nucleation of borehole breakouts exceeds
2.5 times the uniaxial compressive strength for borehole dia-
meters less than 20 mm. Experiment T1790 gives a ratio equal to
2.5, on the lower range of the values reported in [8]. However,
in our case, the borehole is subjected to large stress anisotropy
during loading.

The sample was imaged post-test using an X-ray micro-com-
puted tomography scanner (Nikon Metrology XT H 225 LC indus-
trial type with a 225 kV micro‐focus X‐ray source, minimum 3 μm
focal spot size) to map the internal damage and the macro-
scopic failure plane. The processed images are shown in Fig. 4
and clearly display the macroscopic failure plane (Fig. 4a) and
debris that have fallen into the horizontal hole (Fig. 4c).

4. Effect of rock damage and stresses on acoustic velocities

The ultrasonic P- and S-wave velocities in the axial and radial
directions were measured at intervals of 1 MPa between 3 and
10 MPa of the isotropic horizontal stress, and at intervals of 3 MPa
from 10 to 76 MPa of the vertical stress. S-wave velocities were
measured for two polarization directions. In the vertical direction,
the polarization of the S wave was normal and parallel to the
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borehole axis denoted as VS1 and VS2, respectively. In the hori-
zontal direction, the polarization was normal and parallel to the
bedding plane (i.e. the horizontal plane) denoted as VSV and VSH,
respectively (see Fig. 5a for details). The vertical and horizontal
P-wave velocity (VP0 and VP90) and the horizontal S-wave velocity
of the two polarizations (VSV and VSH) are plotted in Fig. 5b. The
ratio of VP0 to VP90 is about 0.88 while the ratio of VSV to VSH is
about 0.92 at 10 MPa of the isotropic stress. Thus, the sample
complies with transversely isotropic symmetry along the
vertical axis.

When increasing the deviatoric stresses (s1�s340), the P-
and S-wave velocities in vertical and horizontal directions are
affected by the induced stress field and by the creation of micro-
fractures. Velocity VP0 increases with the vertical stress due to the
stiffening of the grain–grain contacts, while VP90 decreases and
becomes less than VP0 as the sample gets closer to failure (Fig. 5b,
refer also to phases 3 and 4 in Fig. 3). Similar behavior is observed
for VSV and VSH where VSH becomes less than VSV at about
s1 ¼ 55 MPa, coinciding with the progressive growth of shear
bands associated with sample dilatancy (refer to point B in

Fig. 4. 3D high-resolution X-ray CT scan of the sample after testing. (a) Pore volume (red), fractured volume (green), (b) surface of the whole sample, and (c) close up of the
horizontal hole. Note debris inside the hole. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3). Fig. 5b supports the assumption that the deviatoric stresses
favor creation of vertical micro-fractures causing a reduction in
VP90 and VSH relative to VP0 and VSV. We also notice that the ratio
of VS1 to VS2 (in the vertical direction) decreases slightly with
increasing deviatoric stresses (Fig. 5c). Thus, the S wave polarized
parallel to the borehole axis becomes a few percent faster than the
one polarized normal to the borehole axis probably due to stress
induced anisotropy and damage close to the borehole.

The effect of the borehole on the internal stresses was inves-
tigated by simulating the rock deformation by a geomechanical
finite element code. The internal deviatoric stresses are displayed
in Fig. 6 at s1�s3 ¼ 55 MPa (corresponding to phase 3 in Fig. 3).
The borehole causes the deviatoric forces to concentrate in a wing
like pattern favoring vertically oriented micro-fractures along the
borehole axis in accordance to the observed stress dependency of
P- and S-wave velocities.

Because of the stress concentration around the borehole it is
difficult to estimate a consistent ratio of P- to S-wave velocities
(VP/VS ratio) for the entire sample. This is illustrated in Fig. 5d
plotting the VP/VS ratio for the different combinations in the
vertical and the horizontal directions. The sample starts to dilate
at about s1 ¼ 55 MPa (point B in Fig. 3); the VP/VS ratio in the
horizontal direction is about 1.62. In the vertical direction, the
VP/VS ratio is between 1.52 and 1.58 depending on which of the S
waves (S1 or S2) is considered. Closer to failure, the VP/VS ratio is
about 1.55–1.60. In the following section we will compute moment
tensors of selected events and obtain the VP/VS ratio by applying
the model of tensile fracturing [15,16].

5. Source locations and moment tensor inversion

The InSite software package [25] based on the so-called
collapsing grid search algorithm was applied for the event loca-
tion. The locations are computed by minimizing the residuals of
the P-wave arrival times. The velocity model is obtained from
measurements on the sample being approximated by homoge-
neous and transversely isotropic medium. In total, 1072 events
that triggered a minimum of six receivers were located. A subset of
305 events that triggered a minimum of 10 receivers are shown
in Fig. 7a overlaid on a cross-sectional X-ray CT image. The event
locations match well the macroscopic fractures developed during
the experiment. Of these events, 162 were considered having
sufficiently high quality for moment tensor inversion (see details
below) and is plotted in Fig. 7b and c. In Fig. 7b the events are
colored according to their origin time. First, the events occur near
to the borehole; later, the events concentrate near the developing
macroscopic fractures on both sides of the borehole (later referred
to as fracture wings A and B).

Events in both additional wings not developing into a macro-
seismic fracture occur at the same time as events close to the
borehole. In Fig. 7c, events are colored according to the different
phases of the experiment as described in Section 3 and illustrated
in Fig. 3 (green: phase 2, blue: phase 3, red: phase 4).

In order to compute moment tensors, the pinducers were
calibrated (see Section 2) and the recorded amplitudes were
corrected. In addition, we assume a cosine sensitivity function
for the sensor directivity (i.e., the sensitivity of amplitudes of
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waves arriving at different incidence angles) exhibiting the highest
sensitivity for the normal incidence. Example waveforms are
displayed in Fig. 8 for an event close to the borehole and for an
event situated in one of the macroscopic fracture wings. In both
cases, no S wave can be distinguished due to the proximity of the
source and receivers. The waveforms are complex and character-
ized by long coda waves produced by interaction of emitted waves
with the surface of the borehole or with the specimen's walls. In
order to suppress the effects of wave propagation on the moment
tensor inversion, we perform an inversion of P-wave first-onset
amplitudes. The signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficiently high
enough at all receivers to allow for picking the P-wave amplitudes
reliably. Therefore, we selected a subset of 162 high-quality events,
for which the P-wave first onset amplitudes were picked manually
with sufficient quality at minimum of six receivers and with good
focal sphere coverage. The maximum azimuthal gap was 1351 and
the maximum take-off angle gap was 601. The moment tensors
were calculated using the amplitude inversion in time domain (see
[26, eq. (3.23)]). The ray-theoretical P-wave amplitudes of the
Green's function were calculated assuming a homogeneous velo-
city model. The time-dependence of the source-time function was
neglected [27,28]. The time-independent moment tensors were
computed using a generalized linear inversion [29].

The results of the moment tensor inversion are shown in the
Hudson T–k plot in Fig. 9. Fig. 9a displays the Hudson plot
subdividing the coordinate space into different source mechan-
isms. Fig. 9b–d displays the solutions for all 162 events colored
according to their distance from the borehole, their origin time,
and their seismic moment. The seismic moments of the analyzed
events as well as their double-couple percentages increase in time
(and thus with increasing the deviatoric stress); the isotropic
components decrease in time. The majority of events are situated
in the upper half of the Hudson plot indicating a tendency of
fractures to be opened. We observe that events with small seismic
moments are related to more tensile mechanisms, whereas events
having large seismic moments are close to pure shear mechan-
isms. Similar observations (tensile micro-cracks in early stages of
loading, localized shear fracturing at later stages) were also
reported in [1,12,30–32]. Such behavior is expected for materials
having a low porosity and no pre-existing cracks [1].

Fig. 10 shows the decomposition of moment tensors into
isotropic (red), double-couple (blue) and compensated linear
vector dipole (green) parts for events close to the borehole (left)
and within the fracture wings (right). Although the distribution of
the percentages is irregular, events occurring close to the borehole
show a higher fraction of isotropic percentage compared to events
occurring within the fracture wings mostly featuring a higher
fraction of DC percentages. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 11 displays event locations colored according to their
distance from the borehole (middle plot) and the double-couple
and non-double-couple components of events occurring in the
fracture wings A (left-hand plots) and fracture wing B (right-hand
plots). The arrows highlight the strike direction of the borehole.
The lower left and right plots illustrate the P (compressional) and T
(tensional) axes calculated from eigenvectors of the moment
tensors. The plots indicate that the source mechanisms basically
coincide with the orientation of the fractures in the sample. One of
the nodal lines has a strike close to the strike of the hole. The
fractures are almost vertical, so the focal mechanisms are close to
normal/reverse faulting. The P and T axes are more strongly
clustered for fracture wing B than wing A, most likely because
the events in wing B are situated at larger distances from the hole
and therefore the waveforms are less affected by the borehole. On
the other hand, the focal mechanisms in wing A are more scattered
due to the more complex stress conditions close to the borehole
(see Fig. 6) and due to the interaction of the wave field with the
borehole. The events of both wings display significant non-double-
couple components. The isotropic (ISO) and compensated linear
vector dipole (CLVD) components have positive values as illu-
strated in the upper left and right plots. This indicates tensile
fracturing, which is predicted also by the stress and velocity
analysis. Applying the model of tensile fracturing [15], the P- to
S-wave velocity ratio can be retrieved employing a linear regres-
sion (see dashed lines in Fig. 11, left and right top plots) attaining a
realistic value of VP/VS¼1.73. For a comparison, the VP/VS ratio
determined from velocity measurements in the axial and radial
directions close to failure is about 1.55–1.60 (see Fig. 5d) being
reasonably close to the obtained value in Fig. 11.

When interpreting the focal mechanisms and particularly the
non-double-couple components of the moment tensors, we have
to keep in mind that the moment tensor solutions have a limited
accuracy. The errors of the moment tensors can be produced
by noise and limited amount of data and by various approxima-
tions made during the inversion. For example, the applied Green's
functions may not describe the medium appropriately, because we
omit anisotropy of the specimen during the inversion (see Section
4). In addition, the coupling effects between the sensors and the

Fig. 6. Simulated internal deviatoric stress due to the presence of borehole, at
s1�s3 ¼ 55 MPa. Colors correspond to the internal deviatoric stresses; red is
highest (90 MPa) and blue is lowest (0 MPa). The upper panel displays a long-
itudinal cross section and the lower panel displays a horizontal cross section
through the center of the borehole. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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rock specimen during the experiment were disregarded when
assessing the relative pinducer sensitivities. Inaccuracies in event
locations produce errors of the moment tensor solutions. Finally,
the P-wave first-onset amplitudes may contain noise and may
partly be distorted by reflected or scattered waves arriving
immediately after the direct P wave.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the results of a triaxial experiment carried out to
investigate the source mechanisms of AE events during loading of
a perforated sandstone sample have been presented. The decom-
position of the moment tensors associated with the recorded

Fig. 7. Location of events. (a) Locations of 305 events overlaid on a 2D longitudinal cross sectional cut of the 3D X-ray CT image. The color scale of the events represents the
relative amplitude defined as the logarithm of the sum of the waveform root-mean-square (RMS) amplitudes multiplied by the source-receiver distance. (b) 162 events
selected for moment tensor inversion, colored according to origin time in minutes after start of the experiment. (c) The same events as shown in panel (b) colored according
to the phase of the experiment, green: phase 2, blue: phase 3, and red: phase 4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Example seismograms for an event close to the borehole (left) and located in the fracture wing (right). Traces recorded by pinducers are split into East and North
component.
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events shows the complexity of fracture mechanisms during
failure, i.e. mixed mode of tension and shear components. The
locations of the AE events correlate well with the X-ray CT images
taken post-test. The observed AE event rate is divided into four
phases with increasing number of AEs: pure elastic phase,

development of borehole breakouts, localization of macroscopic
shear bands, and catastrophic failure. Recorded AEs follow reason-
ably well existing damage models but the elastic solution of the
hoop stress does not represent the onset of failure around the
borehole. One of the nodal planes calculated from the moment
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Fig. 9. Hudson diagrams of the events. Top left: interpretation of T–k coordinates; top right: T–k plot of 162 events colored according to distance from the borehole in
meters; bottom left: T–k plot of 162 events colored according to origin time in minutes since start of the experiment; bottom right: T–k plot of 162 events colored according
to relative seismic moment (largest two events plotted in black in order to render the color scale more meaningful).
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tensors coincides with the orientation of the macroscopic fractures
in the sample. Events close to the borehole show a higher fraction
of isotropic percentage compared to the events occurring in the
macroscopic fracture featuring higher fraction of the DC percen-
tage. Analysis of axial and radial P- and S-wave velocities together
with modeling of internal stresses highlight the effects of stress
induced damage and the influence of the borehole on the
measured P- and S-wave velocities. As a result is it difficult to
estimate a consistent VP/VS ratio for the entire sample. Despite this,
the ratio obtained from the ISO and CLVD cross plots using the
model of tensile fracturing [16] is close to values obtained from
the ultrasonic measurements. Since the waveforms are affected
strongly by the presence of the horizontal borehole and probably
also by the specimen's walls, the moment tensors computed
from the P-wave first-onset amplitudes are not highly accurate.
To improve their accuracy, a full waveform inversion should be
applied using Green's functions computed for the actual geometry
of the sample including the borehole. In general, events located in
the vicinity of the borehole display complex focal mechanisms
because of the complex stress field.
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